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A B S T R A C T

To avoid safety issues, current marine operations safety protocols follow only the work procedures and technical
structures of systems that are provided by the operator; regardless, research continues to report safety issues
related to cooperative work within marine operational systems. Thus, we use the concept of boundary object to
analyze excerpts from a series of field notes and to discuss holistic human safety. We illustrate that human safety
is only supported at the individual level of engineering community practices but does not address safety at a
cooperative level between marine operations and other operations. At the individual level, human safety issues
can be related to technical errors and failures in interaction and communication. This paper presents suggestions
on how to make the work practices of marine engineers and marine operators visible within design processes,
enabling them to collaborate with engineering designers and human factors engineers in the design of marine
operations safety.

1. Introduction

In the maritime domain, research that focuses on the improvement of
human safety is typically conducted by engineering designers. These
designers use a systematic design approach (Pahl et al., 2007) to analyze
and identify work situations from product and system design features.
This approach includes a set of theories and methods that can identify
essential problems, establish the functional structure of systems, search
for solution principles, and combine them (Sadeghi et al., 2016). Marine
engineers, engineering designers, and human factors engineers believe
that human safety is consequently affected by technical systems (Kleiner
et al., 2015). From this perspective, risks to human safety can be avoided
through enhanced technologies and by training operators to follow
appropriate work procedures for operations and the technical structures
of systems. As an example, most marine engineers understand that
human safety is impacted by marine operations. Safety can therefore be
ensured by designing work procedures that adhere to national and in-
ternational regulations (Det norske maskinistforbund, 2013). Marine
engineers approach human safety by considering how to make work
procedures suitable to every unique marine operation that marine op-
erators encounter. Because it is an attribute that exists within technolo-
gies, engineering designers can secure human safety with advanced
technologies (Sadeghi et al., 2015). Therefore, human safety can be
measured through appropriate experimentation by human factors

engineers (Lützh€oft, 2004). Human factors engineers believe that human
safety risks can be avoided by iterating upon enhanced technologies
during design processes and by evaluating the interactions between the
operators and interfaces of those technologies.

Thus, studies in maritime research have followed these approaches
during attempts to solve human safety issues amongst marine operators
and marine operational systems within cooperative work environments.
These studies have used a variety of methods, such as marine operational
systems to enable cooperative work, which have been developed with
collective and individual computer systems, alike (Park et al., 2004).
However, existing literature (Aas, 2010) has continued to report human
error as a causal or contributing factor in 60%–90% of all accidents
(Baker and McCafferty, 2005). Of these, approximately 50% of maritime
accidents have been the result of human errors that existed outside of the
context of technical systems. In addition, Baker and McCafferty (2005)
revealed that 30% of marine safety incidents resulted from human failure
to avoid accidents during cooperative work.

The nature of human safety in marine operations safety is complex
(Kongsberg, 2016). Marine operations are highly cooperative and require
multiple marine operators to use marine operational systems within
cooperative and socio-technical environments (Hepsø, 1997). When
marine operators use marine operational systems, human safety issues do
not always arise at the individual level. Rather, these issues can emerge
from cooperative work that takes place between marine operators and
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marine operational systems (Forskningsrådet, 2012). In design research,
researchers have argued that when cooperative work is considered to be
a part of the social fabric of design, it is often overlooked during the
design of cooperative operations technology (Manzini, 2015). As such,
we believe that understanding safety in the context of individual engi-
neering work, like the design of safety features for an engineering system
to support holistic human safety within cooperative operations, can lead
to inadequate engineering work in the maritime domain.

Although many researchers have called for holistic engineering work
practices to support in situ work and socio-technical innovations, few
studies have focused on methods that can merge social and technological
characteristics in order to solve engineering problems. For example,
Petersen and Buch (2016) explored how the user-experience approach
synthesized engineering practices at a car manufacturer by enabling
certain engineering methodologies to work across various engineering
organizations. However, their study failed to explain how users could
participate in engineering work to make their efforts visible. Rather,
Petersen and Buch focused primarily on engineers who estimated car
buyer's purchasing requirements so that they could restructure engi-
neering organizations.

By contrast, we argue that in current marine operational systems, the
in-situ work practices of marine operators and marine engineers are
largely invisible because they are typically unobserved (Star and Strauss,
1999). In order to improve and extend marine operational systems, and
to address the ecology of marine operations safety, we intend to make
this work visible. To gain this new understanding of human safety in
engineering work, we use the concept of boundary object, which ac-
cording to Star and Griesemer (1989), is robust enough to allow re-
searchers of design research to collaborate with other engineering
practices and to analyze and investigate human safety. As a boundary
object, human safety requires marine operators, marine engineers, design
researchers, and engineering designers to address the safety operations of
every stage of marine operation. This can enable engineering designers
and design researchers to shape marine operational systems within the
context of marine operators and their cooperative work.

In addition, if we treat human safety as a robust feature that permits
marine engineers, design engineers, and human factors engineers to
practice marine technology at the individual level of their different
communities, human safety can be supported through the use of
enhanced technical systems (Backalov et al., 2016a,b) and institutional
work procedures. In addition, if human safety can be made flexible, it can
be supported by enriching the social meaning of engineering practices
from a holistic human safety perspective within cooperative work envi-
ronments, which can in turn allow marine operators to vocalize their
opinions about the in-situ cooperative work practices of marine opera-
tions to marine engineers and increase their ability to perform efficient
work procedures. This paper's definition of holistic human safety there-
fore refers to good cooperation amongst various engineering commu-
nities during the design of marine operations safety protocols that
support cooperative marine operators.

The paper's research questions include the following: what type of
marine operational systems can provide holistic support to human safety;
what methods can be used to design these systems; and the involvement
of what types of knowledge from the different engineering communi-
ties—marine engineering, design research, engineering design, and
human factors engineering—can be used to support marine operations
safety? In addition, the paper will be structured as follows: section 2 will
discuss the definition of the word safety and the current understanding of
human safety within the maritime domain; section 3 will introduce the
empirical setting; section 4 will present the data collection and methods
that are used in this paper; and section 5 will use a boundary object to
illustrate how marine operational systems and human safety are built
within field studies.

In order to make the work involved in marine operations visible
during the design of marine operations safety, the paper will also review
the processes that demand cooperation between design researchers and

design, maritime, and human factors engineers. Using analyses of earlier
field work that was conducted at sea, this paper will argue for the
importance of integrating the work of marine operators and marine en-
gineers into common engineering practices, such as designing opera-
tional systems and ensuring ecology within marine operations safety.
Finally, section 7 will explore methods that can enrich engineering work
so that it can support a variety of marine operations. The paper will then
conclude that designers and engineers will need to use the outcomes of
field work to drive bottom-up socio-technical innovations that can force
the evolution of both social and technical practices and support human
safety in cooperative work environments, such as marine operations.

2. What is safety and human safety in the maritime domain?

Despite the common interest in safety and human safety in the
maritime domain, definitions for both remain insufficient. It should
therefore be made clear that this paper's position on human safety is
different than most engineering studies by comparing with safety and
human safety in the maritime domain.

According to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA, 2008), safety focuses exclusively on physical rather than func-
tional consequences. In terms of product safety, a product is considered
to be safe when it does not result in death, injury, occupational illness,
damage to the environment, and damage to, or loss of, equipment or
property. By comparison, research related to marine engineering, engi-
neering design, and human factors engineering considers human safety to
be a part of the machinery safety process (Khan et al., 2015), wherein
machinery control systems are modeled to guard against predictable
safety problems through scheduled testing and integrated engineering
design procedures.

However, safety in the maritime domain includes two additional
categories: system safety and human safety (Sadeghi et al., 2016). System
safety (Akeel and Bell, 2013) involves the application of engineering and
management criteria, principles, and techniques in order to optimize
safety within the constraints of time, cost, and operational effectiveness
throughout all phases of a system's lifecycle. System safety is to safety as
systems engineering is to engineering (Sadeghi et al., 2015). In engi-
neering design, system safety is only addressed to improve engineering
design (Sadeghi et al., 2015) and to determine ways in which systems can
be used without risk (Rausand and Utne, 2009).

Human safety is impacted by system safety (Akeel and Bell, 2013) and
is determined by safe human engagement with technology. Human safety
is also related to the non-functioning part of a system, or the part of a
system that follows certain conditions for a given amount of time. Human
factors engineers analyze human safety in terms of systems use and
behavior. This approach is different for marine engineers and engineer-
ing designers, who understand that human safety is connected to tech-
nology and work procedures (Bal et al., 2015). Human factors engineers
also look at the issue to optimize routing and scheduling on behalf of
workers’ health and safety, with a focus on psychosocial factors and
musculoskeletal disorders (Lützh€oft, 2004). Recent research has deter-
mined that since organizational cultures can influence the choices of
individuals, safety is also affected by human and organizational factors
(Chauvin et al., 2013; International Atomic Energy Agency, 2013). Some
of these organizational factors include resource management, organiza-
tional climate, organizational process, and statutory requirements. Every
one of these factors affects supervisory actions, as well as the conditions
and unsafe actions of marine operators. Understanding organizational
factors can aid in the protection of human safety at an organizational
level. Regardless, the natural cooperation of marine operators within
work environments might be dismissed upon investigation of human
safety issues from a holistic perspective. As such, this paper aims to
illustrate how field work can be used to drive bottom-up social and
technical innovations between the work-as-imagined and work-as-done
mantras of the maritime domain. In terms of top-down risk management,
organizational factors exist outside of the scope of this paper (Det Norske
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